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l. THE COMMUNIST BLOC 
Gomulka still declines to endorse 
Nagy execution. Soviet and Polish 
military communications suggest 

t maneuvers. 

Moscow - TASS report on demon- 
stration at Soviet UN mission in 
New York may signal retaliation 
against US Moscow embassy. 
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Soviet note agrees to 1 July techni- , . 

cal talks at Geneva on nuclear test 
controls 

or summ mee ng, ugg 
discussions on German unity and East- 
ern Europe 
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Peiping announces 100,000 more troops 
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to be withdrawn from North Korea by 
20 August.
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Lebanon - Government expects new I rebel action shortly General Shihab 

\ 
“’ believes cease-fire could be arranged. 

Cyprus So 
on partial alert status; Turks taking 

,_ 
precautions against incidents at Izmir. 
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.. Thailand - Marshal Sarit concerned 
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® Indian delegation goes to Bucharest to 
negotiate on Rumanian offer to build oil 
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,/ (/3; @ Aden Protectorate rulers now in London 
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. / to form federation which British hope 

MR1 may permit them to retain influence in 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN 
25 June 1958 

DAILY BRIEF 

1.. THE COMMUNIST BLOC 

flwfllmd I 

mlboth Soviet and Polish 
military forces suggests a possi e alert of these troops. 
It is more likely, however that this activity reflects joint 
Soviet-Polish exercises. T I 

While Po1ish—Soviet relations have reached their most 
critical stage since the October 1956 bloodless revolution, 
the have rob bly not dete '0 at d to th 'nt that the y p a r1 r e e poi 
Kremlin might intervene militarily in Poland.. Poland is 
the only bloc country that has not yet approved the Nagy 
executions, and reports that local party meetings are be- 
ing told that the Gomulka leadership did not approve of the 
sentences portend a possible showdown over this issue in 
the near future between the Polish leader and the Kremlin. 

I 

I(Page 1) 

* Moscow embassy demonstrations: A TASS report of 
24 Jun char ‘n that A e 'c uth ‘tie ou d 

. e, g1 g m r1 an a or1 s enc rage 
the demonstration against the Soviet UN mission in New 
York on 22 June, closely parallels TASS reports that pre- 
ceded the violent demonstrations outside the West German 
d ' h - an Dams embassies in Moscow. This raises the possi 

bility of similar incidents directed against the American 
Embassy in Moscow. In view of the important negotiations 
in which the United States and the USSR are engaged, how- 
ever, the Soviet leaders may prefer to exercise greater 
restraint if a demonstration is staged outside the American 
Embassy. 

I I
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* geneva technical talks: The Soviet aide-memoire of 
24. June, agreeing to techlfical talks in Geneva on nuclear 
test controls starting on 1 July, adds a Rumanian expert 
to the Soviet—led panel in order to maintain the principle 
of parity following the addition of a Canadian expert to the 
Western panel. The USSR has retreated somewhat from 
its earlier position that an agreement by the experts would 
imply a Western commitment to suspend tests and now as- 
serts that the work of the experts "should aid in the most 
rapid cessation of tests." 

USSR--summit tactics: Moscow is seeking to offset 
the damaging effects of the Hungarian executions by re- 
affirming both in private diplomatic channels and in prop- 
aganda its desire for summit talks. Deputy Foreign Min- 
ister Kuznetsov and Ambassador Menshikov assured 
Ambassador Thompson on 20 June that the USSR wants 
a summit conference, or, if this is impossible, a high- 
level meeting with the United States. Kuznetsov appeared 
to hint at a compromise in which the USSR might consent 
to discuss German reunification and Eastern Europe in ex- 
change for Western agreement not to include these subjects 

agenda. 
\

§ 
Soviet naval activity: A large-scale Soviet naval ex- 

ercise involving submarine, surface, and air units is 
indicated by the northward movement of a Soviet naval 
force from the Baltic into the Norwegian Sea, as well as 
by current Northern Fleet activity.\ 
(Page 2) (Map) 
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Communist China- I§ore_a: The Chinese Communists 
1 

havefiannounced that the second phase of their troop with- 
drawal from Korea, involving 100,000 men, will be ac- 
complished between il July and 20 August. Q 

Jun that el ts of There were indications in early e emen 
the Chinese Communist 21st Army in Wonsan were prepar- 
ing for withdrawal Six divisions totaling 80 000 troops were 

I I. ASIA-- AF RICA 
Lebanon: The government announced on 24 June that it ex- 

ithi 48hu " B ' ut" eas- pected new rebel action "w n . 0 rs g; eir 1S incr 
ing pressure for an expanded UN observation force, There 
are a number of indications of trouble prior to 26 June, pos- 

' ' ' aft H ‘old’ sch sibly timed to occur immediately er ammarsky s ed- 
uled departure for New York. General Shihab has stated, pre- 
sumably ‘after consulting with the rebels, that a cease-fire 
"might be arranged." 

‘ 

‘(Page 3) 

Cyprus: Some fighter units of the Greek Air Force have 
been placed on a partial alert as a result of heightened ten- 
sions with Turkey over Cyprus. The Turkish Government is 
taking extensive military precautions in Izmir to prevent any 
incident there involving NATO headquarters or US, British, 
and Greek installations, Isolated incidents continue on Cyprus, 
and Governor Foot has flovsm to London for consultations. 

‘ 

‘(Page 4) 

», Thailand: Marshal Sarit, leader of the Thai ruling clique, 
dist b d of ssible co attempt b sup- 

\ 

is ' "ur e over rumors a po up y 
porters of former Premier Phibun and other disaffected ele- 

‘~ ments. These rumors may have been promoted by the govern- *2 

th f th li 
' at‘ of ertain leftist c b- ‘ ment to pave e way or _ e e min ion c a 

inet members and the arrest of opposition elements. Barring \;§ 

. - - - - >\ 
" a split in the ruling clique, the government seems in no danger ¥ 

of being overthrown. 
‘ 

‘(Page 5) 
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India-Rumania: An Indian delegation left on 21 June 
for Bucharest to conduct negotiations on Rumania's offer 
to finance and construct an oil refinery worth an estimated 
$20-30,000,000. There have been earlier reports that India 
had decided to accept the offer. Acceptance would ex- 
pand Soviet bloc interest in the basic Indian steel, coal, 
and oil industries, where Indian Communist trade unions 

kin a ma'or effort to increase their strength. 
wage 6> 

Ethiopia: Emperor Haile Selassie is considering a 
Soviet offer of 34 jet fighters and training for an "unlimited" 

fix 

I~\\ 
€‘3\'\ 
3 “§\ 
;‘\§\ 
~. A 

n 9% 

5’ number of pilots in the Soviet Union, l 

Although this is not the only reported bloc offer, it is the 
first report giving an indication of scope. Ethiopia may use 
this report as a pressure tactic in an effort to induce the US 

~ to increase aid to the Ethiopian Air Force. 
l l 

E 

(Page 7) 
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- IIL THE WEST 
Britain - Arabian Peninsula: Several rulers of the 

Western Aden Protectorate principalities are in London to 
form a federation. Britain hopes the new grouping may be- 

th ucl of f t 
' d d t Ar b state hich 

“ii 
. 

come e n eus a u ure in epen en a w 
might help London retain some measure of influence in the 
Arabian Peninsula. Britain also plans to increase aid to the 
Sultan of Muscat, who is now visiting London. 

<Page 8> <MaP> 
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X "’1. THE COMMUNIST BLOC V 
Polish-Soviet Crisis May Be Near 

Widespread indignation in Poland over the Nagy execu- 
tions, coupled. with Gomulka's failure to publicly approve the 
sentences when all other bloc countries have done so, may be 
bringing the USSR and Poland to their most serious crisis 
since the October 1956 revolution. Some local party organ- 
izations have reportedly been told that the Gomulka leader- 
ship disapproved the executions. Rumors that a Soviet emis- 
sary, possibly Furtseva, has descended on Warsaw suggests 
that high-level Soviet-Polish discussion of the issue may be 
under way. 

Many Poles fear that G0mulka's nonconiormity will have 
dire consequences for Poland, and a pessimistic atmosphere 
pervades Warsaw. Nonetheless, Gomulka seems determined to 
avoid public comment on the executions as long as possible and 
is unlikely to capitulate fully to Soviet pressure on this issue. 

I 

suggests a 
state of alert of Polish and Soviet military forces there. On 
the other hand, this activity could be a command post exer- 
cise in preparation for joint Soviet-Polish training reportedly 
scheduled for early July.

I

. 
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Soviet Naval Activity 

The northward movement of a Soviet naval force from 
the Baltic into the Norwegian Sea,\ 

\ 

indicates that a 
large-scale naval exercise involving submarine, surface, 
and air units is impending. Defense of the western ap- 
proaches to the Barents Sea by Northern Fleet submarines 
against the "invading" naval force--consisting of four long- 
range submarines, a cruiser, and three destroyers--will 
probably be the theme of the exercise. 

Some of the Baltic Fleet units involved in this activity 
are probably being transferred to the Northern Fleet area 
to replace Northern Fleet units scheduled for this year's 
Northern Sea Route convoy to the Pacific. At least six 
other Soviet naval units, including one destroyer and four 
destroyer escorts, have gone to the Northern Fleet area 
from the Baltic since mid-April. 

The successful Soviet naval convoy activity on the 
Northern Sea Route during the 1957 navigation season 
made possible a significant increase in the strength of 
the Soviet Pacific Fleet. Of the estimated 62 naval units 
transferred via the route, 24 were W-class long-range ' 

submarines. 
\ \

T 
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General Shihab has informed the American ambassador 

as the Chamoun regime. 
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II. ASIA-AFRICA 

Situation in Lebanon 

Indications of a rebel build-up for a push against Beirut 
continue, Druze leader Kamal Jumblatt's forces are infiltrat- 
ing the villages surrounding Beirut, and other rebel forces 
are concentrating in the Biqa Valley north of Balabakk. At 
lease 500 Syrians were reported to be north of Balabakk. 
President Chamoun in a press conference reiterated his be- 
lief that arebeloffensive wouldbreak out by 26 June. 

that he thinks a political and military cease-fire "might be 
arranged," provided Chamoun would agree. Chamoun, wary 
of such overtures from the general, indicated no acceptance 
of the proposal. 

The anti- Chamoun officer group has proceeded with its 
planning to the point where it is now considering composition 
of a provisional government after the coup. The group en- 
visages a three-man cabinet with Maronite Col. Adil Shihab 
as president, assisted by a Moslem and a member of the 
Greek Orthodox Church. Other offices normally of cabinet 
rank would be apportioned. strictly along confessional lines 
so that most religious minorities will be represented, as is 
Lebanese custom, Parliament would. be "sent on vacation" 
indefinitely. The provisional government would restore law 
and order, and leaders of the rebellion, as well as strong 
Chamoun supporters, would be forced to flee the country. The 
basic orientation of the government would be Fro-Western,

‘ 
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Cyprus-Greece-Turkey
. 

M/vofitism. 

Amid heightened tension over Cyprus, Greek Air Force 
officers are discussing possible operations against Turkey. 
There is evidence that the air force has tightened its alert 
status in recent days but is not yet on a full alert. Despite 
increased belligerency toward the Turks, many Greek Air 
Force officers regard hostilities as unlikely unless initiated 
by Turkey. Offensive action by Greece could not be ruled 
out, however, if attacks take place on the Greek minority 
in Turkey. 

On 23 June, Turkey suddenly increased security meas- 
ures around Greek, British, American, and NATO installa- 
tions in Izmir, and troops moved into the city. While the American consul in Izmir was unable to secure an explana- 
tion from Turkish authorities, he was told that the situation 
should be clarified within three days. It is probable that-re- 
ports have been received by the authorities that attacks are planned against one or more of the above installations, and 
they intend to prevent such an incident by a determined show 
of force. 

Meanwhile, Governor Foot, after informing the Ameri- can consul general in Nicosia that he had recommended no immediate action to implement Britain's new Cyprus pro- 
posals, flew to London on 24 June for consultations. In 
Athens, Archbishop Makarios announced that his diplomatic 
adviser, Zenon Rossides, was leaving for London for talks with government officials, although British officials an- nounced they had, as yet, no plans to meet with him. Ros- sides will probably seek to discuss the return of Makarios 
to Cyprus- -promised by Foot as soon as violence on the is- land is terminated. The Labor party will probably be care- 
ful in its statements during the debate on 26 June to avoid 
anything giving either Greece or Turkey cause to charge 

—SEGRE-'F 
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Thai Political Situation 

Marshal Sarit, the leader of Thailand's ruling military 
group, is reported seriously concerned over the political 
situation in Bangkok. He is described as being critical of 
the performance of the Thanom government during his long 
absence in the United States and feels that he might have to 
"take action." 

Sarit's anxiety is probably in part fed by recent rumors 
of a possible coup attempt, either singly or in combination, 
by such widely disparate groups as supporters of former Pre- 
mier Phibun, disaffected junior officers in the armed forces, 
pro- Communist opposition elements, and the royalists. 

While plotting against the government, particularly by 
Phibun adherents, has doubtless been encouraged by Premier 
Thanom's hesitant and largely ineffectual rule, opposition ele- 
ments are not believed strong enough at this time to under- 
take a coup d'etat. They could only hope to overthrow the gov- 
ernment if joined by a major faction within the ruling clique, 
such as that led by General Prapat, the interior minister. 
Prapat has wasted no opportunity to increase his power during 
the past six months, but there are no firm indications that he 
is yet prepared to move against his chief, Sarit, to whom he 
continues to profess loyalty. 

The government itself may be responsible for many of 
the coup rumors now circulating in Bangkok. Thanom has 
been hampered by two leftist cabinet ministers appointed as 
a sop to certain civilian elements in the governing National 
Socialist party. _ He may be laying the groundwork for their 
removal as well as for the arrest of potentially dangerous 
opponents bv accusing them of attempts to take over the gov- 
<-yment. W \ 
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Indian Delegation to Negotiate With Rumania for Oil Refinery 
An Indian delegation left for Rumania on 21 June to dis- 

cuss Rumania's offer of last "March to help finance and con- 
struct a new oil refinery in India's northeasternmost state 
of Assam. The venture will be the first of its kind in which 
the Indian Government has participated directly. It has a 
one-third interest in the $100,000,000 company formed with 
the British-owned Burmah Oil Company to exploit oil de- 
posits in northeastern India.

1 

The oil development program in eastern India involves 
the planned small refinery at Gauhati in Assam State, a larger 
refinery at Barauni in Bihar State, and a pipeline to carry crude oil from the Assam oil fields to Barauni. The Gauhati 
refinery will have a capacity of 750,000 tons annually and 
will probably cost between $20,000,000 and.$30,000,000. Rumania may cover up to two thirds of the cost. 

The Indian Government early in 1958 requested the USSR and Western oil companies to assist in the construc- 
tion of the Barauni refinery, which may have a capacity of 
2,000,000 tons and cost over $40,000,000. Western compa- 
nies are reluctant to invest in a partly government-owned 
establishment which will compete with privately owned re- 
fineries at Bombay, Visakhapatnam, and Dlgboi. The USSR has expressed a desire to assist with the Barauni refinery, 
but recent Indian .financial difficulties apparently have re- 
sulted in postponement of construction until the Third Five- 
Yfi Plan (1961-es). 

l \ 
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Ethiopia Considering a Soviet Offer of Jet Aircraft 

The UssR,\
l 

has offered 34. jet fighters and suitalile train- 
ing facilities for an "unlimited" number of pilots in the 
Soviet Union. Earlier in 1958 the Czech Legation offered 
an unspecified number of MIG-15's, servicing facilities, 
and training for pilots and ground crews. 

In the past, several cabinet ministers have expressed 
dissatisfaction with American military assistance provided 
under the 1953 agreement, but the Emperor has heretofore 
been steadfastly pro-Western. In May the Ethiopian foreign 
minister described as inadequate American plans to supply 
a few jet trainers and C- 47 transports during the first phase 
of an air assistance program, and he hinted that the Emperor 
might take up a Communist offer if he were not satisfied with 
the American program. 

Ethiopian officials, who are concerned about Egyptian a 

and bloc activities in nearby Yemen, fear that Egypt will 
intensify its propaganda and subversive efforts in Eritrea 
and among the large Moslem population in the Ethiopian em- 
pire. They apparently believe that tangible evidence of 
American military support, such as significant air force as- 
sistance, would dissuade Cairo. 
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III. THE WEST 

Britain Encouraging Federation of Aden . 

Protectorate Rulers 

London is trying to retain its influence on the fringes 
of the Arabian Peninsula by increasing the capability of lo- 
cal rulers to resist Yemeni and Saudi subversion. Under 
British prompting, several rulers of the Western Aden Pro- 
tectorate principalities are now in London discussing federa- 
tion. London hopes such a federation might become the nu- 
cleus of an independent Arab state--presumably eventually 
including Aden Colony--under British influence. The level of 
British economic and military aid has not yet been set, and 
the rulers‘ ideas are considered extravagant by London. 

A potential source of trouble is the hostility to federa- 
tion shown by the pro- Yemeni Sultan of Lahej, whose large 
territory adjoins Aden Colony, but the rulers want to proceed 
without him. The British hope to mitigate anticipated Yemeni 
opposition by discussion with Yemeni representatives prior to 
the public announcement planned by the end of July. 

Before the nominally independent Sultan of Muscat, who 
is also visiting London, concludes his visit about 3 July, the 
British plan to offer him $1,400,000 in long-term development 
aid, plus at least $1,092,000 annually for primarily military uses--a substantially larger program than was envisaged un- 
der the aid agreement made with him last January. To facil- 
itate the Sultan's control over his domain and develop tribal 
loyalty through provision of tangible benefits, priority devel- 
opment projects will be road building, medical stations, and 
schools. The Sultan appears to be deliberately dragging out 
the talks, however, and the British have been unable to per- 
suade him to meet with King Saud as a step toward settlement 
of y/fiuraimi Oasis dispute.‘ 
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